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LEGAL WRITING AND RESEARCH

CHEATING: WITH A LITTLE
HELP FROM MY FRIENDS

Lizbeth Lyonf>
The air is thick these
ays with criticism for the
final product of US legal education:
the attorney.
The
erring lack of ethics in the
tergate defendant/attorney
roup and the inept advocacy
acticed by many of the nation's trial attorneys have
ompted the public to cast a
aundiced eye at a profession
ch seems embarrassingly replete with unethical or incompetent practicioners.
Though law scrools perhaps will never be able to assure that the men and women
emerging from their portals
will conduct themselves ethically, they surely can do much
better in the area of producing competent, well-trained
lawyers than they have in the
past.
One method of doing
precisely that is an increase
in clinical education and in
skills training.
This is a
concept which has received
warm endorsement from ABA
President James Fellers and
one which thoughtful observers
of the profession have said is
long overdue.
Hastings offers second
and third year students a selected offering of clinical
programs (though they are
quick to limit the number of
hours for which credit may be
received to no more than six).
First year students' brush
with skills training comes in
the form of the mandatory "Legal Writing and Research"
course.
It is a course brimming with promise which has
thus far not managed to iron
out all its kinks.
Randy Morrison, ｣ｯＭｲ､ｩｮｾ＠
tor of the program, acknowledges problems in the course's
"delivery."
He mentioned the
size of the course 525 students), the role of the instructors, and the "distinctive conception" of the course
as factors affecting its ultimate success.
As stated both by Morrison and Dean Kerr, the idea be'
hind the course is rhetoric,
the art of persuasive argumentation.
Unfortunately, though
Dean Kerr's introductory lecture was designed to provide
an overview and explanation of
the course, his opaque discussion and constant reference to
Aristotle's concepts of ethos,
pathos and logos had most students wondering if, in the bewilderment of the first week
of classes, they had somehow
stU.bled into a Greek philology

-- Gr>over> Wicker>sham

Randy Mor>r>ison
class.
However, -though the
term "rhetoric" may be somewhat arcane, the goal of ｬ･｡ｲｾ＠
ing to write persuasively for
different audiences is a legitimate one.
Approximately two-thirds
of the nation's attorneys are
independent entrepreneurs-they hang up their ｳｨｩｮｾｬ･＠
and
go into business for themselves.
This means that the
training they receive in law
school forms the basis for the
legal services they offer to
their clients.
If that training has been deficient the hap·
less client pays the price.
Even those attorneys who go to
work with law firms usually
(Cont'd on p. 8)

THE PRISONER &
THE COMMUNITY
Gr>eg Fox
The county of San Francisco is the location of an experimental program that seeks
to coordinate community services with early release of
jail prisoners.
The local
county parole office, - under
the direction of Richard Zevitz, is working with the S.F.
Bar Assocition to communicate
the benefits of this project
to judges, lawyers and members
of the public.
The idea of a
parole board functioning at
the level of local corrections
is by no means a new concept
in California penology.
Legislation authorizing the creation of county parole boards
in California dates back to
the 1920's.
Only recently,
however, has attention focused
on the potential use of the
local function.
The National
Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and
Goals and the Correctional
System Study of California
(Keldgord Report) both recommend that localities take ad(Cont'd on p. 1-2)

During a trip to the ｲ･ｳｾ＠
room during last semester's
Conveyancing exam, a proctor
was surprised to notice a
stack of materials on Conveyanciny lying on the restroom
bookshelf.
Realizing that
the hospitality of the campus
maintenance staff probably
didn't extend to providing
such conveniently topical ｲ･｡ｾ＠
ing material, the proctor removed the books.
Why students cheat is a
perplexing question, and not
one which can be answered
merely by reference to Hastings.
It is a problem from
high school to graduate school,
though at Hastings there is
evidence that the art has been
finely developed.
The ways of
cheating are as numerous as
the cards in a marked deck and
its practitioners are drawn
from all sections of the student body; the good students
as well as the bad.
The question of why students cheat may
not be fully answered, though
in some cases the motives seem
more clear than others.
This
series of articles may at
least succeed in laying out
for the reader's inspection a
"smorgasbord" of different and
varied cheating incidents,
gathered by this writer from
over a dozen informed sources
in the student body, faculty
and administration.
The information upon which this article was based was obtained
after promises of anonymity,
in ｬｯｮｾ＠
conversations over
endless cups of coffee in the
Studio Cafe, a greasy spoon
across the street from Hastings.
QUICK FOOTWORK SAVES THE DAY.
During the relatively
easy-going and relaxed summer
session, a surprisingly bold
accu s ;ation surfaced in the
five member, ASH appointed
"Student Judici'irv Committee".
(Cont ' d on p . 9)
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Announcements
ABA FAMILY lAW ESSAY CONTEST
CiiIC.4.CO, Dec. t8
The
Amepican Bap Association invited taw students today to
entep the t975 Howapd C.
Schwab Memopiat Awapd Essay
Contest in famity ｾ｡ｷＮ＠
Offeping a $500 fipst
ppize, the contest is open to
second and thipd-yeap students
attending ABA-apppoved taw
schoots, and fipst-yeap students in such schoots offeping
famity taw in the fipst-yeap
cuppicutum.
The competition is sponsoped annuatty by the ABA Section of Famity Law, in coopepation with the Totedo and Ohio
bap associations.
Second place is wopth
$300, and thipd $200.
"Each contestant may select any aspect of family taw
as his op hep subject," said
Judge Mapy Bupt Nash, Little
Rock, Apk., chaipman of the
section's Schwab Memopiat
Awapd Implementation ｃｯｭｩｴ･ｾ＠
"This is a bpoad and incpeasingty impoptant field of the
taw, encompassing questions
paised by such subjects as nofault divopce, atimony, chil､ｰ･ｾＧｳ＠
pights, and pights of
unwed fatheps."
Judge Nash suggested that
entpies be about 3,000 wopds,
atthough thepe is no official
timit.
Not etigibte ape essays scheduled to be published
op published essays.
Entpies witl "be judged on
the basis of timeliness of ｳｵｾ＠
ject, ppacticatity, opiginality, quality of peseapch and
clapity of style.
Entpies must be submitted
by Appil l5, 1975.
Winneps
witt be announced at the ABA
annuat meeting in Montpeal
next August.
The contest is named fop
the late Howapd C. Schwab,
chaipman-etect of the ABA Section of Famity Law at the time
of his death in t969.
He was
a past ppesident of the Totedo
Bap Association and past ｣ｨ｡ｩｾ＠
man of the Ohio State Bap ａｳｾ＠
ciation's Famity Law Committee.
Potentiat contestants
shoutd obtain entpy fopms fpom
Howapd C. Schwab Memopiat
AWapd Essay Contest, Section
of Family Law, Amepican Bap
Association, tl55 E. 60th St.,
Chicago, Itl., 60637.
. Entpies will be judged by
､･ｳｾｧｮ｡ｴ＠
membeps of the Famity Law Section's Special Committee on Imptementation of
the ｈｯｷｾｰ､＠
C. Schwab Memopial.
ｾｰｺ･ｳ＠
ape awapded fpom a
ｭ･ｏｐｾ｡ｬ＠
fund cpeated by the
Totedo Bap Association and administeped by the Ohio State
Bap Association.

BAllS
The Hastings Juggting Ctinic
witl continue to meet Fpidays
at 11:30 neap the McAltistep
Stpeet entpance.
We wetcome
donations of otd tennis batls.

staff
-------------1

lAW NEWS I N CONGRESS IONAl RECORD ...

The Law News is happy to
Editors:
announce that its October 21
Rod Wickers
editorial, IINo On Rockefeller,1I
John McNellis
was reprinted in the November
Jeff Gates
26 issue of the Congressional
Record, at the request of San
Associate Editors:
Francisco ｃｯｮｧｲ･ｳｾｭ｡＠
John
Piper Cole
Burton.
Paul Gordon
We are less happy to obRory Jensen
serve that most of Mr. ｂｵｲｴｯｮｾ＠
Garrett Olney'
colleagues apparently did not
Michael Bankowski
concur in our sentiments.
We
thank him nonetheless.
STAFF
Greg Fox
Lizbeth Lyons
Ron Walker
Ted McDermott
Tom Stepp
COLUMBIA lAW STUDENTS
John Giovannone
John O'Reilly
Doug Elliott
S. Yamaguchi
G. Wickersham
THREATEN TUITION STRIKE

JUGGLING FOR HEALTH
More than 300 Columbia University law students have threatene
a tuition strike next fall if th
administration hikes their fees
more than it does other university divisions.
The strike vote came at a'meet
ing of the law school senate at
which an administration spokesman announced that law school
tuition might be raised from
$3400 to $5500.

GALLO

II
ACCESS TO SCHOOL FILES
The Buckley Amendment to the
controversial privacy law allowing students access to their
school files now exempts confidential letters and recommendations placed in student records
prior to Jan. 1, 1975, and provides that a student may waive
his right to examine future letters having to do with admissions, job placement, and receipt
of awards.

VETERANS
Veterans attending Hastings
will not be eligible for the 9
months entitlement extension of
the Vietnam Era Educational Readjustment Act of 1974.
Graduate students, or those attending
postgraduate professional
schools, are not eligible for
,the extension.

With all the shit presently
flying I've found juggling to
be a sport/meditation-in-action/training superbly suited
for the balancing act & juggling of energies required for
staying aloft.
When I juggle
I am either focused & centered
or I drop me balls.
Simple as
that.
Instant bio-feedback.
If I'm ON I can step back and
watch my hands put out continuing displays of patterns &
form change.
All of which is good practice for what for me is the
real high of juggling -- doing
passes with a friend or friends.
Now there are 6 balls in front
of you instead of 3.
One must
lock into the other person's
timing & flow.
At which point
you sort of disappear and as
long as you don't stop to think
how it happens the patterns
just continue to unfold effortlessly.
From: The CoEvolution ｑｵ｡ｲｴ･ｬｾ＠
Winter 1974. $6/yr., 558 Santa
Cruz, Menlo Park, CA. 94025

There is a Complete
Line of Study Aids
Available from
.
.

HASTINGS
BOOKSTORE
El'erJtIdIII for the Law Stadeat!

"for. belt result., have your
BANKAMERICARD applac.tiOn
procell8d throuah the bookstore.

Forri1. avanable
.at.JM checkout counter.

--
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I must say that I expectea
the Rockefeller appointment.
Who else but Nelse to investigate the CIA?
After all, he
was on the citizen's committee
that's supposed to oversee the
Agency during the Nixon years.
After all, he did give $50,000
to his old buddy Kissinger,
who heads the "40 Committee,"
which must approve CIA dirty
tricks.
After all, he certainly depends on the CIA to
protect his financial holdings
in Latin America and the
Middle East.
Conflict of interest, you say?
Don't be
ridiculous--the man has qualifications!
Which is more than can be
said for most of the ｯｴｨ･ｾ＠
members.
Take Ronald Reagan-please.
During the past eight
years his chief accomplishment
has been to keep us all in
stitches with all those great
"jokes" about blood bathE: and
botulism.
A man ｯｾ＠
his humanistic sensitivity and probing
intellect is a natural for ｴｨｾ＠
task.
And all those other middleaged, upper-middle class WASP
ma1es--surely they can be
counted ｾｮ＠
to be responsible.
What this means is that in
three months they will come
out with a carefully-worded report concluding that no serious violations of law were uncovered, and that--whi1e certain CIA em?loyees may have
gotten a little too enthusiastic, they had the national
interest at heart.
A few cosmetic "reforms" may even be
proposed, but we may be sure
that they will deal with form,
rather than substance.
It will
be Nixon's Watergate line all
over again.
Fortunately, the Rockefeller
Commission doesn't have the
show all to itself.
Both Congress and the ｊｵｳｴｾ｣･＠ ｄ･ｾ｡ｲｴＭ
ment will conduct 1nvest1gations of their own.
Out of
these probes--if we're lucky-ｳｾｭ･＠
real changes just might
be forthcoming.

AND YE SHALL KNOW THE ｔｒｕｾ＠
AND THE TRUTH SHALL MAKE
YOU FREE.
John, VIII:32
It is a matter of conjecture
whether this quotation was
intended to serve a serious
propaganda purpose, or was
merely an expression of a
cynical sense of humor.
One
thing
is certain, however:
Study of the CIA's activities
during the nearly three decades of its existence reveals
a devotion to neither truth
nor freedom.
Shielded from pub1ic--and
even effective Congressiona1-scrutiny, the Agency has become a law unto itself, its
clandestine services section
operating as a private army of
the President.
It has influenced the policies of foreign
governments through techniques
ranging from propaganda to
bribery.
It has engineered
coups which have toppled democratic governments.
It has,
in fact, done whatever was
deemed necessary to make the
world safe for American capita1ism.
Every few years, one of the
Agency's more outrageous antics manages to come to light.
At such times, a few legis 1ators carl for investigations
and minor reforms.
But that's
as far as it gets; the executive branch need only utter
the proper incantations about
"National Security," and Congress promptly buries ｷｨ｡ｴｾｶ｣ｲ＠
reform in under considerat10n.
But now the CIA's gone and
done it--it's been caught spying on American citizens, the
one thing it was never, ever
supposed to do under the law
that created it.
The American
people are willing to tolerate
the subversion of a Marxist
government or the killing of a
few thous and Lao t ians ina
"secret war," ｢ｨｵｴｳｾ｡ｲ＠
ｭ･ｳｾ＠
ing around wit
t e1r own c stitutiona1 rights, and you , re
asking for trouble.
Shortly after the story
broke, President Ford began
floating rumors that he was
going to appoint a "blue ribbon" investigative panel
patterned after the Warren
Commission.
That in itself
should have been a pretty good
tip off that we were in for
either a deliberate whitewash or a superficial and
inept study.
Still, some people held out hope that the
truth would be revealed.
Then came the announcement.
In keeping with his tradition
of breaking all the good news
on the sabbath when the front
lines of the press corps have
the day off,
Ford picked a
quiet Sunday to announce that
Vice President Rockefeller
would head the commission,
which would also include
California's own Ronald Reagan

ｲＭ］

Ｍ

ｲ｜ｴｬＮｾｯＡｃｉｅＢ＠\ihN
ｯｏｬａ

ｾ＠

ｾ

ｻＡｾｉｲＭ＠
\I

.....
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So what needs to be done
about the CIA?
One is tempted
to say that the whole outfit
should be "terminated with
extreme prejudice," to ｢ｯｲｾｷ＠
one of its favorite euphem1sms.
Short of that, however, these
steps can realistically be
taken:
1.
Any CIA employees who
have engaged in illegal domestic activities should be prosecuted, along with any administration officials who directed or authorized such activities.
2.
Congress should pass
legislation absolutely ｦｯｲｾ＠
bidding the CIA from engag1ng
in any activities not necessary for the intelligence-.
gathering functions for wh1ch
it was created.
(The last
session of Congress already
took a step in this direction
by requiring that ｮｯｾｩｴ･Ｑﾭ
gence operations ｲ･ｾＱｶ＠
pr10r
Presidential author1zat10n,
and that the proper congressional committees be promptly
notified.)
3.
A permanant congressional "watchdog" committee should
be established to oversee the
Agency.
This proposal has
been kicked around for years
without being adppted.
4.
The CIA budget--at least
in general terms--shou1d be a
matter of public record, just
like any other government
account, and as the Constitution requires.
The present
"laundered" funding has no
place in a democratic society,
and prevents concerned citizens from finding out how
their tax money is being spent.
With sufficient public pressure, we may yet come to know
the truth about the CIA, and
freedom may thus be enhanced
at home and abroad.
ｍ･ｾｮｷｨｩｬＬ＠
however, there is a disconcerting grain of truth in a
recent bit of propaganda from
the Soviet news agency Tass:
"Now it is obvious that
fundamental rights of citizens
are flouted in the leading
country of the 'free world. '"

TRUTH, FREEDOM, AND THE CIA
Inscribed on a marble wall
in the lobby of the Central
Intelligence Agency's headquarters in Langley, Virginia,
is the following motto:

20,

A COMMENTARY

Ｍｾ

-D oug E7,liott -

ＢＧｾ＠
Ｎｾ＠

ｶｾＧＮＭ

....--.

Ｎ＠

AND WE. OWE THE HOSPITAL SlX HUt-.lDRED DOLt...ARS I=OR WI-lEN YOU WORkED

ｙｏｌＮ｜ｒｓｅｬＭｾ＠

SICK IRYING 10 PAY OFF MEDICAl.- BIL.LS .... II
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A CAPITALIST MANIFESTO
-Jeff Gates(This is the third of a three part series examining current
V .S. economic policy .)

Unless e mployees (including
management employees) are afforded access to the non-human
factor of production (i.e., productive capital), they are compelled to seek more and more
pay for less and less work.
Traditional methods of financing new capital virtually
guarantee the continued concentration of capital ownert
ship.
98.5% of corpo:a e
growth (i.e., new capltal formation) in the past 17 years
has been financed via retained
earnings and/or debt issues.

All economists, Marxists as
well as Keynesians, agree tho at
h
the distribution of purc aSlng
power in every economy is
solely a function of full :mployment.
ｈｯｷ･ｶｲｾ＠
as ｌｾｕＱｓ＠
Kelso points out, lf capltal
(productive land, structures
THE TAX CUT
and machines) produces most
By legislating an inc:ease in
of the economy's wealth and
the investment tax credlt comincome is distributed on the
bined with a tax rebate to the
basis of productive input,
consuming public, one makes capthe individual can never reach ital expenditures cheaper and
his goal - an affluent level
creates a potential market for
of income - solely by means of the goods such capital produces;
his labor.
the net short-term effect is as
Our national economic policy advertised by the President: "to
is neither affluence nor wise
promote plant expansion and creresource management; rather it ate more jobs" and to "encourage
is to distribute income furough capital spending and productivtoil - i. e., full . employment,
i ty. " 1. e., the present ｣ｾｰｩ＠
ta 1.
no matter how unnecessary.
owner is made more productlve
The earth's resource bounty is while the individual is given a
regarded as fuel for the full- means to legitimate his income
employment machine.
U.S.
via toil.
The primary long-term
policy, as reflected in the
effect: a further concentration
Employment Act of 1946 and the of productive capacity (capital)
Equal Employment Opportunity
without enabling the indivi"dual
Act of 1964, is indistinguish- to become any more productive.
able from that of the Soviet
There is an old Taoist parable
Union or China; its spirit may to the effect that if I give a
be summarized in a phrase:
hungry man a fish he will be
Full toil for all forever.
once again hungry tomorrow,
In a technologically advanc- whereas if I provide him with
ing economy, functionally
the means and the training with
labor power is accounting for
which to catch the fish himself
less and less of the produche can become his own provider.
tion of goods and services.
In our foreign policy we have
Consequently, with application begun to realize the truth of
of the Qurrent work-ethic
this parable; domestically, eieconomic model we find that
ther we have not realized it or
featherbedding becomes sociall J we are unwilling to commit ouruseful because people need pay selves to implementing it.
checks.
They have no access
Frankly I am a little skeptito capital-producing income
cal when I hear the President
and that capital is throwing
(doubtless on advice of his
them out of work.
Keynesian-model advisers) deHowever, in depriving these
clare in his summation: "We know
displaced persons of purchasing what must be done."
Over the
power, manufacturer's depriye
short-term: perhaps; in the long
themselves of outlets and marrun: I remain unconvinced.
In
kets for their products.
Confact I feel a little as though
sequently, a wide variety of re-I've just been tossed another
distributive techniques are uti-fish.
lized to "stimulate consumer
purchasing power." (Sic: Alan
Greenspan, Gerald Ford ! the
Special House Democratic Study
Group)
Interestingly, these techniques, though utilized in
the name of capitalism, free
enterprise and private property involve methods strikingly similar to the most
totalitarian and least successful socialist systems:
confiscatory taxation, work
without incentive, production
without market or purpose,
etc.
As these techniques are
addressed to the problem of
insufficient income, they
are essentially remedial, ignoring the cause of the problem:
low productive power of
the individual.
Unless employees (including
management employees) are
afforded access to the nonhuman factor of production
(i.e., productive capital),
they are compelled to demand
more and more pay for less and
less work.

The point is that the logic
of investing in things that
will "pay for themselves," i.e.,
the attainment of ownership
without sacrifice of current
or future income, is not available to 95% of the population
born without family capital
ownership.
Credit is available to the non-capital owner
only on the strength of his
job and is available only for
consumption, not for investment.
The solution is to facilitate financing a significant
portion of new capital formation and normal business
changes in the ownership of
existing assets by techniques
that build ownership of capi-

Law News/Jan.
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tal into corporate employees.
Economic opportunity is not
merely the opportunity to toil
but the opportunity to own
productive capital.
Both corporate management and labor
unions are rapidly discovering
that the financing technique
of the Employee Stock Ownership Trust (ESOT) is well
suited to their purposes.
By the use of an ESOT a corporation can establish a con､ｵｩｾ＠
for loan repayment whereby trust contributions Ｈ｡｣ｴｵｾ＠
ly loan repayments) are made
in pre-tax dollars.
The loan
is made to a ｾＴＰｬＨａＩＭｱｵ｡ｩｦ･､＠
tax-exempt trust' which, in
turn, loans the money to the
corporation in return for
stock in the name of the employees.
The corporation pays
back the loan to the ESOT in
pre-tax dollars, the ESOT repays the bank and the ･ｭｰｬｯｹｾ＠
get stock in the corporation.
In effect the loan repayments
are expensed rather than capitalized.
This financing technique pro
vides the missing link in corporate strategy:
it keeps
labor costs level while raising income; it gives a price
edge over competition, perhaps
enabling U.S. corporations to
recover their foreign markets.
It stimulates employee commitment and morale and is designed to create market power
where you want to sell goods.
Or, as the UAW's Leonard Woodcock said:
"If they' d give US
a tap to the keg we could find
a use for the resulting liquid."
Nor would ESOT financing de prive anyone of his present
holdings since it is based on
future growth.
The resultant
employee stock portfolio also
would contribute to the solution of the problem of inadequacy of retirement income of
corporate employees.
ａ､ｩｴｯｾ＠
ally, it would contribute toward the creation of nongovernmentally subsidized full
employment and lessen the tax payers' welfare burden.
Where social responsibility
really counts, ownership of
capital instruments, U.S. ｢ｵｳｾ＠
ness is woefully deficient.
Capitalism is not dead; however, its full implementation
has been drastically curtailed
by restrictive financing techniques which have limited the
non-capital owner's ability to
acquire productive capital.
In an industrial society, ｣｡ｰｩｾ＠
tal produces affluence, labor
provides mere subsistence.
Via ESOT financing techniques
the wages of capital can now
be enjoyed by all and capitalism will, at long last, have
the opportunity to show its
worth.
Our government was founded
on the supposition that its
citizens would have property,
real productive wealth; perhaps it has taken us 200 years
to realize that appropriate
financing techniques must be
built into the system if capitalism is to include all people and is to serve as a
viable framework for a humanistic economic system.

'-
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Cheating -- cont'd
The ｡｣ｾｵｳ･､＠
student, now a
Bastings alumnus who shall remain nameless, had been entolled in a two unit course
in Securities Regulation.
He
needed the units for graduation.
The charges levied in
the meeting were that the student had obtained a copy of
an exam completed by a two
student team and had used that
exam in writing his own.
(Note:
Students were allowed
to work in teams if they ｭ･ｾ＠
tioned this fact on their
exam.)
To the credit of th(
accused student, he himself
insisted that the meeting be
an open one.
The specific
evidence was as follows.
The Professor announced
shortly before the final exam
(a take home) that papers coule
be dropped off in his office
at any time on the appointed
day, obligingly adding that he
would leave the door unlocked,
so thzt students would have
the cvnvenience of leaving
their exams on his desk, rather than having to slip them
under the door or wait until
he was around.
In reading over the exam
answers, the Professor noticed
two papers that were remarkably similar.
Both papers had
made three preliminary assumptions (over and above the ｦ｡｣ｾ＠
given in the exam hypo) and
the assumptions were the same
except for the order in which
they appeared.
(No other
exams had made these assumptions.)
Many sentences were
precisely identical, and ｯｴｨ･ｾ＠
contained only superficial
"cosmetic" differences, such
as the use of a pronoun instead of using the hypothetical character's name.
The arguments expressed
in the papers were the same,
and every paragraph in each
exam had a counterpart in the
other exam, which could have
been interchanged without the
reader noticing any difference
in the flow of the argument.
Reportedly, the Prof. found
differences in grammar and
diction and both papers received very high grades separated only by a few points,
the difference in grades being
accountable to major grammar
problems in one of the two papers.
Suspicious, the Prof.
turned over the papers to the
school administration, and
they were read by several administrators and faculty ｭ･ｾﾭ
bers.
The consensus was that
the remarkable similarity constituted sufficient reason to
suspect an infraction of the
honor code.
The matter was
then left in the hands of the
student committee which is the
final arbiter in all matters
involving alleged honor code
violations.
The committee had
available to it the full spectrum of sanctions, ranging
from denial of credit to expulsion form school, as well
as milder forms of punishment,
such as temporary probation,
etc.
The original speculation
ｾ｡ｳ＠
that the two exams had bem
｣ｯｭｰｾ･ｴ､＠
in collaboration.
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However, the group of two students who had turned in one of
the exams was able to prove not
only that they did not know
the other student, but also
that they had not met with him
during the exam.
A witness
was brought in to testify that
the paper credited to the two
student group had been left at
the Prof. 's office around 10:00
in the morning on the due day.
Since the room had been unlocked, speculatfon turned to
the possibility that the paper
had been picked-up from the
Prof's desk, xeroxed in the
library, then used as a model
for the second paper.
This
was the explanation which most
of the committee, as well as
the two student group, accepted as correct.
After deliberation, one
member of the committee steadfastly refused to vote for any
sanction whatsoever.
Since a
"conviction" requires a unan:i:mous vote, the fact that the
four other members of the committee were convinced that a
violation had indeed occurred
was of no avail.
No sanction
was imposed.
Full credit,
with grade, was granted for
the course.
EXTRA CRED IT
Another incident involving a ｴ｡ｾ･Ｍｨｯｭ＠
･ｾ｡ｭ＠
(by no
means the only type of exam
which cheating occurs) happened during a mid-term in a two
unit course last semester.
Although there is little chance
of "conviction" (one member of
the committee for almost two
years cannot remember a single
time a student has been disciplined), this article will not
discuss the as yet undecided
case in any detail.
However,
the complaint apparently centered around the addition of
an extra exam number to an
exam after it had been graded,
in an alleged attempt to obtain credit for an exam the
student hadn't actually worked
on.
SHATTUCK'S CONTRACT EXAM
According to Mr. Earlenbaugh, Hasting's Registrar,
over a dozen written and personal complaints have been received from students who are
concerned that Prof. Shattuck's
first semester Contracts midterm will apparently be given
credit.
Mr. Earlenbaugh, who
has been very favorably received by students since becoming Hastings' Registrar
this Fall, stresses the fact
that the problem is not one
within his jurisdiction.
What started as an act of
accomodation on the part of
the Registrar's Office ended
up as perhaps the largest
group incident of cheating in
recollection.
On account of
Hastings' well known lack of
classroom space, it appeared
as though many students who
wished to type their Contracts
exams would be unable to do ｳｾ＠
or at least not at the hour
the exam was originally scheduled for, because of conflicu
with second and third year exams.
The exam was rescheduled

cont'd on page 12

JACK'S FLASH

Thurston was dogmatic.
"I
say, cheating cannot b& tolerated in Hastings' hallowed
halls and that anyone caught
in such a reprehensible act
should be quietly but firmly
dismissed."
"That's a harsh price to pay
for a small indiscretion."
Richard said, looking around
the near empty lounge.
The TV
was on but no one was watching
it.
Thurston was visibly angered, "Our profession must
purify itself, must cleanse
our besmirched name, must cast
aside the morally bankrupt .. "
Jack came whistling up the
stairs, nodded to the pair,
walked over to the TV and
flipped the station to "Star
Trek."
"Hey, Jack.
What do you
think about cheating?"
"Depends on whether her husband is a gun nut."
Jack said
equivocally.
"No.
No.
I mean here at
Hastings."
"Don't worry.
There's nobody here worth the bother."
"Amen," said a female voice
from the otherside of the ｲｯｾ＠
"Tests.
Dammit.
Cheating
during exams."
Thurston
snapped irritably.
"Well, maybe.
But where
would you take her?" Jack
asked blankly.
"The bathrooms
are too crowded; frantic students, crib notes, outlines-the roof is too."
"You see.
Even the moral
leper recognizes the problem."
"I don't think it's ｴｾ｡＠
widespread."
"I'm not sure."
Jack said.
"I went to take a piss during
some first year final last
spring and for a moment, I
thought I was in the stacks.
More reference books in there
than Golden Gate has.
One
roll of toilet paper looked
like a complete transcript of
War and Peace."
"What did you do?" Richard
asked fo01ishly.
"Yelled, 'Oh God, Riegger'
and listened to the water
pressure plummet for the whole
building."
"Don't you agree that they
should be expelled?"
"Only if caught.
If not,
give them the Mitchell Medal
for initiative or the order
of the coif."
Ｂｾｨｩｳ＠
cutthroat environment
breeds cheating"
Richard said
"People are just responding to
pressure."
"Considet it after-the-lastminute cramming, Thurston, my
boy and only knock it if ｹｯｵＧｾ＠
ｮ･ｶｾｲ＠
tried it."
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ALUMNI

VISITOR'S DAY -

1975

-Libbe StroubeThe Fourth annual Visitors Day will
take place Friday, January 24. This
year's Board of Visitors numbers 50
and will meet all day for panel discussions with students, faculty and
administrators in the Moot Court
Room. The purpose of Visitors Day
is to bring people to the College
for the day for a brief glance of
everyday life at Hastings as well as
to gain some insight into the policies, educational program and people
at Hastings .
The size of this year's group is indicative of the interest being generated by Hastings not only in the
legal world but also in the business
world and among civic leaders . The
1975 Board of Visitors are: Brent
Abel of McCutchen, Doyle, Brown &
Enersen, San Francisco; Albert R.
Abramson of Hoberg, Finger, Brown &
Abramson, San Francisco; Louis Batmale, the chancellor of San Francisco
City College; Hardy Baker , Security
Pacific National Bank, San Francisco;
Bruce Belding of Dinkelspiel & Dinkelspiel, San Francisco; Richard S.
Berger of Gendel, Raskoff, Shapiro &
Quittner, Los Angeles; William Blackfield of Blackfield Enterprises,
Honolulu; William S. Boyd of Erskine,
Tulley, Boyd & Gantner, San Francisco
Steve Brummel who is an aide to Leo
McCarthy , San Mateo; Edward G. Chandler of Athearn, Chandler & Hoffman,
San Francisco; Hon . William P. Clark,
Jr . of the California ｓｾｰｲ･ｭ＠
Court;
William Coblentz of Jacobs, Sills &
Coblentz, San Francisco; Hon . Melvin
Cohn of the San Mateo County Superior Court; Hon . Donald B. Constine
of the San Francisco Superior Courtj
John , F. DeMeo of DeMeo , DeMeo,Foster
& Waner , Santa Rosa; Estelle M. Depper of Wells Fargo Bank, San Francisco; Charles Detrich of Utah International , San Francisco j Mervyn
Dymally , the Lieutenant Governor Of
California; William D. Evers of
Pettit, Evers & Martin , San Franciscc
Robert C. Field of Stark , Stewart ,
Simon & Sparrowe, Oakl and ; Andrew
Gaither of Security Pacific National
Bank, San Fr ancisco; John J. Goldberg of Steinhart, Goldberg & Feigenbaum, San FranciscojNoble Hamilton
of Blake, Moffitt & Towne, San Franｃｾｓｏｪ＠
Elwood Hanson of Bayview Federal Savings, San Francisco; ｾ･ｲｹ＠
Johnson of KGO Radio , San Francisco;
Hon . George A. Lazar of the Superior
Court in San Diego; Wiley W. Manuel
of the Attorney General's Office;

David J. McDaniel of U. S . Steel , San
Francisco ; Timothy F. McMahon of
Brelsford, McMahon & Butcher , Santa
Barbara; Robert Mellin of Hood &
Strong (CPA ) , San Francisco ; Hon .
Robert Merrill of the San Francisco
Superior Court ; Senator George Moscone , San Francisco; Davi d A. Mul ford of Mulford, Gannon & Whitehorn ,
Oakland; Hon . John T. Racanelli of
the Santa Clara County Superior
Court ; Hon . Gerald E. Ragan of the
San Hateo County Superior Court ;
Robert Raven of Morrison , Foerster ,
Holloway , Clinton & Clark , San Francisco; Enos C. Reid of Reid , Babbage
& Coil, Riverside; Donald L. Reidhaar, the General Counsel to the
Regents of U. C., Berkeley ; Russell
L. Reise of the Coordinating Council
for Higher Education , Sacramento ;
Durward S . Riggs of the Commonwealth
Club , San Francisco; James E. Sabine
of the Attorney General ' s Office ,
San Francisco ; Richard Sax of the
San Francisco Consortium ; Hon . Rober
Schnacke of the U. S . Distr ict Court ,
San Francisco ; Charles P. Scully , San
Francisco ; Hon . Joseph Sneed of the
U. S . Court of Appeal, San Francisco ;
James E. Stretch of Metropoli tan Li
Insurance Co, San Francisco ; John A.
Sutro of Pillsbury , Madison & Sutro ,
San Francisco; Benjamin H. Swig . San
Francisco; Hon . Wakefield Taylor of'
the California Court of Appeal', San
Francisco; Henry C. Todd , San Francisco ; John J . Vlahos of Hanson ,
Bridgett, Marcus & Jenkins , San Francisco ; Mrs . Tevis Jacobs , San francisco ; Mrs . Vernon Goodwin , Piedmont ;
and Dusan Petrovic the Supervisor
from the 3rd District , Monterey
County, King City .
The program for the day is listed
below . Students are encouraged to
speak with the Visitors during the
day and to join them at their tables
during their lunch hour in the student commons.
9 :00- 9 : 30AM
9 : 30- 9 : 45AM
9 : 45- 10:45AM
10 : 45- 11 : OOAM
11 : 00 - 11 : 30AM
11 : 30- 12 : 30PM
12 : 30- 1 : 45PM
1 : 45 - 2: 45PM

2 : 45- 3 : 30PM
3 : 30- 4 : 15PM
4 : 15- 4 : 45PM

A HASTINGS
TRADITION

4:45- 5:00PM

5:00- 6:00PM

HERRINGTON'S
NO.9 JONES ST.
$l.50 PITCHERS
GUINNESS ON TAP
FINE IRISH AMBIANCE

Welcome , coffee hour
in the f acul ty lounge
Dean ' s Welc ome
Fa culty ｒｯ ｾ ｮ､ｴ｡
｢ｬ･＠
Coffee Br eak
Model Cl ass
Student Round t a ble
Lunch in the Commons
Admini strati on Roundtable:Part I (admiss i ons , placement , l i
financial aid , student
affairs)
Coffee break , tour of
the physical pl ant ,
video demonstrat ion
Administration Roundtable : part II (finance
budgeting, deve l opment)
Open discussion with
the Dean
Unveili ng cer emony :
Alumni Association
"Award of the Year "
plaque
ｒ･ｾｰｴｩｯｮ＠
for Vis i tors
and participants

At the conclusion of the Visitor s Day
program , John Vlahos , pres i dent of
the Alumni Association will present
a plaque to the College honoring the
recipients of the Associat i on ' s
Award of the Year . Members of the
Board of Directors of the College ,
the Board of Governor s of the Alumni
Association and the Hast i ngs facu l ty
wi l l joi n the Visi tors i n paying
tribute to those distinguished a lumni
who have r eceived this award. This
plaque was made possible by the gene-

rosity of the members of the Board
of Governors who each donated personally to the plaque fund.
Reci pients of this award are:
1959
Senator Cl air Engle
1960
Hon . A. Frank Bray
1961
Hon . Louis E. Goodman
Jesse H. Steinhart
1962
1963
Hon . Milton B. Badt
1964
Eugene D. Bennett
1965, Sidney M. Ehrman
1966
Dean Ar thur M. Sammis
1967
ａｳ ･ ｾ ｭ｢ ｬｹｭ｡ｮ＠
Don Mulfor d
1968
Hon . Daniel R. Shoemaker
1969
Ingemar E. Hoberg
1970
John H. Riordan
1971
Hon . Charles A. Loring
1972
Hon . Gerald J . O' Gara
1973
Hon. Joseph G. Kennedy
Jack H. Werchick
1974

SALT: YOUR SPARTAN SERVANT
Salt is one of the least
expensive items in the
supermarket - and, as
almost no one knOWI,
the most useful.

If oven catches f i r e, s alt o r
baking soda wi ll help s mot her
f l a mes .
I f frui ts or wines st ain your
rug o r tab l ec l o t h, co ver at on
wi th salt; late r, rinse in co ol
wate r.
I f coffee i s o ver coo ke d and
tastes b itte r, a dd s alt.
S al t adde d to water when
p oac h ing e gg s sets t he whi t es.
I f wa te r is pre-sal t ed, the
wh it e o f an egg wo n' t run out
when an egg shell cracks while
b oil i ng eggs .
Salt sp r inkled o n th e s killet
before frying f i s h will p revent
sticking .
Fr om : Th e Old Fa r mer's Almanac,
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DO YOU HAVE ENOUGH
MONEY TO PAY YOUR
RENT NEXT MONTH?
OVER 100 STUDENTS DO NOT HAVE THIS
PROBLEM",THEY PAY THE LOWEST RATES
IN TOWN,
WOULD YOU LIKE TO LIVE WITH THEM
IN YOUR OWN STUDIO APARTMENT
AND HAVE USE OF A STUDY ROOM
RECREATION ROOM, LAUNDRY FACILI.
TIES,. " PLUS COLOR TV?
IF SO, YOU ARE INTERESTED IN HASTINGS
HOUSE · •. WHERE A FURNISHED STUDIO
APARTMENT IS $125,00 PER MO. UTILITIES
INCLUDED,
CALL 325·4407 or 673·1016
HASTINGS HOUSE
225 HYDE STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

Ｌ＠
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R & R -- cont 'd
undergo a costly training period with the firm, because
they come to the job with inadequate skills.
In addition
to duties such as interviewing
parties, counselling clients
and the like, a large bulk of
the lawyer's job consists of
drafting legal ､ｯ｣ｵｭ･ｮｾｳＮ＠
The
Legal writing and Research pro·
gram potentially has a major
role to play in assuring that
students leaving Hastings will
perform this function competently.
The extent to which
the course actually attains
that goal--or is designed to
attain the goal, given its
operational set-up--will be
discussed.
There are two key factors
impinging on the potential
success of the program:
instructors and the grading system.
At present the grading
is on a highly artificial system which arbitrarily begins
with 88 as A and ends with 58
as F.
For no apparent reason
there is a 2 point range for
A (88 - 86), a 6 point range
for B, C, D and a 4 point
range for F.
Upon reflection
Mr. Morrison admits that it is
probably a mistake to have a
smaller range of grades in A
and F.
As to the imposed upper limit of 88, this was done
in hopes of reducing variation
in grading among the sections
(which, to judge from the
many complaints, it has failed
to do), since it was felt that
some instructors might view an
A paper as a 95 while another
might view an A as an 85.
One's response to this line of
argument might well be a rhetorical "So what?".
If the
rest of the school is able to
adjust itself to a large range
for A it seems fair !o ask why
Legal Writing and Research cannot do likew:i,se.
And yet the whole discussion of the grading system
should realIy respond to a
prior question:
why is the
ｾｬ｡ｳ＠
graded at all, why isn't
1t on.a pass/fail basis?
The
goal 1S to enable students to
learn persuasive writing
skills and gradually to improve their ability to produce
competently drawn legal documents.
The present system
which has them frantically
scurrying about, hopeful of
copping the top grade and inevitably disappointed when
they don't, pits student
against instructor as rivals
rather than partners working
together to improve the student's capability.
Now a student reacts defensively to the
written comments; similarly
the instructor feels defensive
about justifying ｴｨｾ＠
particular grade given.
Both parties
are so involved in defending
their respective positions
that the result is a retrenciing rather than a process of
learning and improving.
Why then is the present
system maintained?
The response is that students
wouldn't take the course seriously if they didn't receive
a grade, that they wouldn't do
the work.
The assumption underlying this position is that

the students have been dragged
here, kicking and screaming,
much as inductees to boot camp .
In fact most students have eschewed other options in favor
of seeking a legal education.
They competed with many others
to obtain admittance to the
school and, judging from the
statistics, are a bright and
well-educated group.
They are
here because they want to be
here and because they want the
skills and learning--including
legal writing skills--that law
school can provide.
It is up
to the school to do its part
and assure that the best techniques are used in imparting
those skills and knowledge.
The present technique of giving grades in the Legal Writing and Research course falls '
short of that aim.
Another reason given for
having grades is that the faculty would not take the
course seriously if it were
not accorded a grade.
Though
this argument seems inherently
weak on its face, one even ｷｯｾ＠
ders if it is still a valid
claim.
Several years ago many
professors of many law school
faculties were aghast at the
notion of sullying their academic offerings with courses
in clinical education or ｳｫｩｬｾ＠
training.
However, recent
years have increasingly shown
the frequently dismal result
of an exclusive reliance on ｴｾ＠
case book method developed in
187d by Haryard Dean Christopher Columbus Langdell.
Many
concerned educators have recognized the need to provide
ｴｾ｡ｩｮｧ＠
in skills to ｰｲｯｳｾ｣ﾭ
tive attorneys.
Indeed, the Legal and
Writing course has received
hearty support from Hastings
Dean Marvin Anderson who feels
that "this is one course in
which the students can acquire
skills that will last them
through their ｣｡ｾ･ｲｳＮＢ＠
He
emphasized that the program is
viewed as an integral part of
the institutional program at
Hastings and not as a stepchild as at some other schools.
He has sought increased funding for it from the State Legislature and has indicated
that a Director of Legal Research and Writing will be appointed next year.
Enthusiastic about the concept and potential for the program, Dean
ｾｮ､･ｲｳｯ＠
nonetheless mulls
over the key question:
Are
the instructors zeroing in on
the course's objective of
honing needed skills?
ｔｨｾ＠
instructors are chosen on the basis of a written
application, a personal interview, and their evaluation of
ｾ＠
piece of student writing-a letter.
The criteria for
selection are their sensitivity to problems in writing and
their ability to respond to
the students on a ｰｲｯｦ･ｳｩｮ｡ｾＮ＠
rather than personal level.
There is no requirement of
prior teaching experience nor
of evidenced competence in
writing skills.
The ratio of
｡ｰｐｉｾ｣ｮｴｳ＠
to selectees is approx1mately two to one.
They
are.provided with one 2-day
sem1nar for orientation to the
course.
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The course is one which
admittedly has a specific
thrust, a "distinctive conception."
Judging from the outspoken complaints, the ｩｮｳｴｲｵｾ＠
tors have not yet been successful in delivering that distinctive conception.
And no
wonder.
No prior teaching experience, perhaps only average
writers themselves (this point
must remain uncertain since
there is no requirement that
they submit copies of their
written work prior to being
appointed), a 2-day seminar in
which the theory of the course,
its format, grading, and other
mechanics are covered--these
are powerful obstacles to an
effective performance.
Reinforcing these diffidulties is the time element.
The instructors are paid approximately $750 for the entire course, running from August through the end of March.
Though one would not dispute
Randy Morrison's claim that
the instructors are not in it
fo: the money, it is appropr1ate to ask how much time
and what level of effort can
really be expected from people who have other competing
demands for ｴｨｾｩｲ＠
time and who
are paid on such a minimal
scale.
One instructor admitted
grading his papers while aboard MUNI (hardly the atmosphere for careful reading and
attentiveness to detail).
One
instructor jotted comments on
a student's paper only to
scratch them out and write "I
blew it."
He did precisely
the same thing three lines
later.
Surely students have
a right to expect that assignments on which they have put
considerable time and effort
deserve a commensurate response.
So much more so when,
as at present, they are being
graded.
That there is room . for
vast improvement in the program cannot be ､ｩｾｵｴ･Ｎ＠
That
the basic idea behind the
course and its overall objectives are indispensable is
likewise indisputable.
Dean
Kerr and Mr. Morrison have adapted to some of the criticism levelled at the course-there are now fuller informational materials provided for
each assignment.
Dean Anderson will chair a committee
composed of faculty and students to review the course.
He is presently seeking interested students for inclusion
onto the committee.
Students
are invited to contact him for
this purpose.
The committee will review
the course, its functioning
.
t h e 1nstructors,
the assign-'
ments, the grading system.
There is no reason why some
changes cannot be incorporated.
ｩｾｴｯ＠
this year's program, prin
c1pally a change from grading
and an amphasis on closer
working relationships between
the instructor and the ｳｴｵ､･ｮｾ＠
Students interested in these,
or other, changes should make
their views known--to Mr. Morrison, to Dean Kerr and to
Dean Anderson.
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ON THE HASTINGS
EXAMINATION EXPERIENCE
-T e d Ma De rmo tt-

Once again the Hasting's
Administration has perpetrated
a cruel hoax upon the unsuspecting student body.
The
latest outrage was plotted
sometime last semester when thE
faceless "they" conspired to
sabotage the collective student
psyche regarding ｴｾｮ｡ｬ＠
examinations.
Heretofore, following
faculty grading, all exams had
been transferred to the ｡ｲ｣ｨｩｶ･ｾ＠
behind the loan desk on the
third floor.
Strict security
measures prevented unauthorizec
students from tampering with
the scholarly efforts.
Only by
incantating a magic exam number and coded initials could
the lock be sprung from the
jealously guarded old exams.
Such impressive procedures
assured the students subconscious that his or her old
exams were even more valuable
than Professor Powell's reserved materials.
Why, rumor
even had it that exams of law
journal students were kept separately in the rare book room!
No matter that hardly anyone
ever bothered to look at their
old exams.
The point was that
they represented some valuable
commodity.
Why else would the
school go to the administrative
expense of filing and storing
them?
It was a comforting
thought if not scrutinized too
closely.
But alas, some heartless bastard challenged the underlying
rationale and tossed all those
blue-covered manuscripts down
the trash -chute depositing then
behind a mysterious door in the
basement.
In yet another flagrant display of insensitivity,
the Administration was demanding that students either pick
up their old exams or they
would be carted off by the
city's refuse department for
some ignominious fate.
Thus
the hard decision had to be
faced, did anybody really want
their old exams?
More fundamentally, since the assumption
of value had been demolished,
one had to ask, are the exams
really worth anything?
Considering the time, effort and
anxiety that went into those
disgusting-looking little blu e books, surely they must have
some value!
After redeeming them from the
custody of the villians, a
careful inspection revealed
very little in addition to my
desperate chickenscratch.
There was a smattering of
question marks, an occasional
underlining, a rare "good" he r e
and there and sometimes a few
cryptic remarks.
Not surprisingly the trash containers
were soon endowed with scores
of old bluebooks after others
like myself had made unfulfilling ｾ･ｶｩｷｳ＠
of the contents
In theory, one should learn
from one's experience but it
is doubtful that anyone gains
any insight from the law school
exam experience as currently
conducted.
Preparing for a
final may test a student's endurance (or the quality of his

o r h er connections for " whites','
a nd p res um ab ly the c o urse ma t e rial is " pu l led t o g ether"
s om e wh at .
Pa rti cu l a rl y in the
f i rs t y e a r , o ne a lso l earns
som e how to li ve wit h a consi derable degr e e of a nxi e ty .
My
complaint is with wh at h a ppens
after the initial bapt i sm of
fire .
S tud e nts at Hasting s
receive pr e c i o us l it tl e a ssis tance in e x a m t a k i n g te c h n ique
prior to taki n g fina ls a n d ab solutely n o guidance afte rward s
There is no o rga nized sy st e m
for critiquing an e x a mi n atio n
a n d su ggesting met ho d s or approaches for a more su c c e s sful
effort.
It is unaccepta b l e to
suggest that to do be tte r on e
sho uld simply work harde r since
in my opinion, the d isp arit y
in grade performance is not
attributable to a diff e r e nc e i n
diligence .
Given an e qual
amount of intelligence and pr e paration some will excel a n d
others will flop simply on th e
basis of exam-taking or examwriting natural ability.

At Hastings, poor performancE
on exams is apparently viewed
as something to lear n t o l ive
with, to mor e o r l ess accept
o ne ' s place .
It ' s the o l d
rou t ine of th e ri ch g ett i n g
richer and you k n o w who ge tt i ng
poorer.
For the mo st p ar t ,
grad es c hange v e ry l itt l e o v e r
th e cours e of thr e e yea r s whi c r
supports the notion tha t a n increas e in the quant ity o f ･ ｸ｡ｭ
ｾ＠
taken do e s not resul t in a n
equivalent incr e a s e i n pr o f iciency .
Th i s situ a tio n no t
onl y doom s s t udents to ､ ･ ｾ＠
c r e a se d j ob opportunit i es
(sinc e grad es do ind ee d have a
d i r ect r e lat ionship wit h e mployab i l ity) b ut sh o rt - chan g es
t h eir l e gal e duc at i o n (since
p ro fic i ent writin g ability is
a r e quir e d t ool for a successf u l l e ga l c ar eer ) .
It is my
c on te n t ion that th e skills that
a r e r eq u ire d t o p e r fo rm well
o n e xa ms can be discovered ,
a n a l yz e d and c ommu n i c a te d to
ot he rs .
The nam e o f the game
i s sc holas t i c p e r fo rma nce an d
par t of the me an s to th at e n d
is e xam ta k in g ab i li ty .
I
ca ll upon the Adm in i strati o n
to creat e a pro g ram that will
equ ip students to dev elop the
requisi te skills in th is are a.
The legal res e arch and wr i ti n g
program h a s the pote n ti a l, b u t
its current content is to o
structured around research and
not exam writing.
wr i ting de velopment will require far mor e
analysis and feedback th an a ny
of my assignments ever rece i v ed
As for Professor Kerr's oneshot, off-the-cuff advice on
exam writing, "grossly inad e quate" would be a merciful
comment.
The goal should be t c
give each student six ｳ･ｭｴｲ
ｾ＠
of exam taking experience rather than the same experience
six times over.
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RECENT CALIFORNIA
DECISIONS OF INTEREST
Goodwill
Following the line of decisions beginning with In re
Marriage of Fortier and Golden
v. Golden, the Court of Appeal
for the First District further
delineated the acceptable me thods of evaluating goodwill
for the purposes of division
of community property upon
dissolution of marriage .
The
case is III re Marriage of Fos ter, 117 Cal. Rptr. 49 .
Following the earlier decisions
the court emphasized that it
was improper to take into ac count
post-marital efforts
of either spouse for the pur pose of evaluating goodwill .
But in upholding the lower
court judgment, the Court of
Appeal ｩｭｰｬｾｴｹ＠
accepted the
various methods of valuation
actually relied upon.
These
methods included measu r ing the
difference between net income
actually earned in a yea r and
what a compa r able employe r
would pay and multip l y i ng that
difference by a factor of one
to ten; taking three yea r s net
earnings of the business; o r
taking three months of accouns
receivables.
Moreover, the
court stated that the ma r ket
value of the goodwill was not
conclusive but was only rele vant evidence which the co ur t
may consider in putting a va lue on goodwill.
Search and Seizure
In People v . Constancio, 116
val. Rptr. 910 (1974), the
Court of Appeal, Thi r d Dis trict, rejected the dicta in
People v . Bremmer, 30 Cal . App.
3d 1058, that in a warrantless
search of a probationer, the
law enfor c =ment officer is
justified only when he can relate the probationer's present
activity with the past miscon duct for which he is on proba tion.
The dicta in Bremmer,
the court concluded, was an
artificial limitation which
thwarts the legitimate objec tive to minimize risk to the
public safety inherent in the
conditional release of a convicted offender.

Originality
•
IS not
one of our
•
virtues.
ALL wt DO IS COPY. WE MAKE FAST, EXACT,
E€ONOMICAL COP I ES FROM YOUR QRIGI NALS BY
BOTH OFFSET AND XEROGRAPHIC (BOND PAP ER)
PROCESSES • .. AT LOW, LOW PRICES. USUALLY
ON A WHI LE-YOU-WAIT BASIS. WHEN YOU NEED
THIS TYPE OF SERVICE, COME IN WITH YOUR
ORIGINALS SO WE CAN SHOW YOU OUR VIRTUES.

SPEC IAL RATE FOR HASTINGS STUDENTS
FOR UNBO UND ORIGINALS
6¢ FOR BOUND ORIGINALS
MUST BR I NG
- BRIEFS
STUDENT
_ APPEALS
BODY CARD
3 LOCATIONS
-DEPOSITIO NS
One California, Rm. 265
_ CONTRACTS
Ph. 391 ·1 370
220 Montgomery-LobbV ｾ＠
INSTANT

S¢

.

Ph. 39 1·0574
80 Stonestown, SUite 111
Ph. 566-0556

｜ｉｩｾ＠

"r:..rｾ＠

c opy

SERVICE
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TAKE ME AWAY
THE GODFATHER - PART

II

-Francis Ford Coppola

ｾＭ＠

CINE
l
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GRAFFITI RECENTLY SEEN ON
HASTINGS LAVATORY WALLS

f

LENNY
-Bob Fosse
As our depression or recession or whatever it is, dee.pens still the world of film
entertainment goes bash at the
box office.
Success in the
present film offerings cannot
be measured in dollars alone,
however.
A great deal ｯｾ＠
very
high-calibre material has been
turned out lately, much to the
extreme delight of celluloid
seekers.
The crowds going to the
theatres now are enticed by,
it is said, escapism, ｷｨｾ｣Ｌ＠
the theory goes, always runs
high when life runs low.
That
may very well be true.
What
I find important is this:
I
have just seen two films backto-back, that were so good
they have me impatiently pulling at the reins to go view
more movies.
The exceptional, beautiful, even thrilling thing abou1
these two films was that they
were tremendous atmosphere
films.
Now many films have
, "atmosphere."
Cowboy films
and costume epics and Biblical
dramas have it, but for them
it is necessary and usually
not very remarkable.
Coppola and Fosse, however, have each created their
own worlds on screen--complete,
detailed, realistic, imaginary.
If a visit to their worlds is
only escapism, then take me
there, because it's great!
Of the two, Coppola does
a far better job in his epic.
It runs almost Ｓｾ＠
hours, which
comes out to about $l!hr., unless one buys a rocking chair
(well worth it) for $4 at the
Coronet.
Godfather II is an example of the "sum of the parts"
rule.
With no intermission,
it gets a little rough, but I
wouldn't leave for a minute.
Every segment was so fantastically interesting that I
couldn't even think of missing
anything.
Robert De Niro throw.s off
the typecast label and does an
exhilerating portrayal of Vito
Corleone, including a stirring
Marlon Brando imitation, as he
matures.
Coppola embellishes
De Niro's performance with somE
simply elegant embroidery of
old Little Italy footage and
introduces Clemenza (the fat
fellow) as a crony of Vito's
youth.
•
The film is structured in
flip-flop segments, and the
other half depicts what happens to Michael (AI Pacino)
after he takes over control of
the family.
Coppola's one indulgence throughout is his
portraits of Michael.
After
10 or so structured portraits,
the effect is lost--until the
last one, which is genius,
The photography is some
of the most beautiful I have
ever seen, the sets are all

(NOTE:

Ｎｱ＼ｑＭ［ｾ＠
immaculately done, the acting
compelling and yet natural,
the directing superb.
What
more can you ask of Frankie
Coppola from Detroit?
If, after seeing Godfather
ｉｾ＠
you feel you have either
grown up in Little Italy or
gone through the Kefauver Era,
then after Lenny you feel like
you have been sitting for two
hours in a grimy south-side
Chicago nightclub.
Fosse (director of Sweet
Charity and the snake in The
Little. Prince) has produced a
film that is really earnest.
Black-and-white (of course)
and lit like a nightclub, he
wants the viewer back there in ·
the heyday of Lenny, and he
succeeds.
As sympathetic as
his handling of Lenny Bruce is,
it requires him to paint a
millieu so disagreeable to our
mellow-day sentiments that one
leaves the theatre hurridly,
seeking the cool night air to
cleanse away the scum.
Valerie Perrine astounded
me in her interpretation of
Bruce's stripper-junkie wife,
Honey.
I was in no way prepared for the powerful, complete performance she gave.
As to pustin Hoffman,
well, what can you say? He did
about ｡ｾ＠
good a job as anyone
could have done.
The problem
is that at some point in nearly
all his films (with the notablE
exception of Midnight Cowboy),
he breaks out of the character
and starts that nasal, mealymouthed, loveable voice of his
and suddenly Lenny Bruce is
transformed into The Graduate.
"For the far better part
of Lenny, however, he is tough
enough.
The nightclub acts arE
most ｾ･ｲｴ｡ｩｮｬｹ＠
funny enough.
Honey's strip act is more than
sexy enough.
The sleazy strip
joints are disgusting enough.
The tone and tempo of
scenes dealing with the drug
influence are excellent, downbeat, and powerful.
That
brings me to another point.
Fosse paints Bruce as sort of
an unfortunate, honest, sweptaway-by-drugs sort. Lenny seemE
to be a nice-guy martyr for the
free speech movement and social
honesty.
Now that is a quite
sympathetic view of someone
who was really pretty rotten
and altogether not-nice.
Perhaps I should stop now,
for I feel an almost uncontrollable urge to begin nit-picking
You can fault the scriptwriting
in Lenny, you can pick small
holes in both films.
The fact
is that these two are fine escapist fare.
Simply go, sit
yourself down, and enjoy the
fine atmosphere, photography
and ｡｣ｴｩｮｧｾ＠
Enjoy.

-Michael Bankowski-

Some of your favorites
may have been omitted
in order to conform to
prevailing community
standards of decency.)

*Q: Did you hear what Nixon
said when he ran into Ford
in July?
A: "Pardon me!"
*Q: What do you call the liquor they serve at "65
Club" parties?
A: "Fossil fuel".
*If I told you what a beautiful body you have, would you
hold it against me?
*SEEN OVER TOILET PAPER DISPENSER:
"Free: Hastings Diplomas, take one!"
SEEN UNDER THAT:
"Fool
don't you know a Moot Court
brief when you see one?"
*Baskin-Robbins Flavor of the
Month: - Fudge Sirica
- Rocky Road
- Carefree Inez
- Cherry Garcia
- H. R. Haldemint
*A man without God is like:
- a fish without a bicycle
- a Republican without an
in di c t men t.
- me without my Gilberts'
*There once was a lawyer
named Rex
With diminutive organs of seL
When tried for exposure,
He pled with composure,
"De minimus non curat lex".
,
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HASTINGS RUGBY CLUB POSTS
IMPRESSIVE VICTORY
Outweighed, but not overpowered, the Hastings Rugby
Club posted a convincing 16-6
victory over the highly touted
Daly city Browns this past
weekend at Golden Gate Park.
The pre-game report on the
Browns was that they were a
very big, physical team who
compensated for their lack of
finesse with sheer brute force
in their scrum play.
As a consequence, Hastings prepared for
the match with two unusually
hard practices designed specifically to offset the Browns'
size advantage.
The game
strategy was simple:
Neutralize the Daly city scrum so . that
the highly polished Hastings
line (the backs) would have
sufficient opportunity to outclass the Browns' line.
The game started as anticipated.
The Hastings ｳ｣ｾｵｭ＠
was hustling well and slipping
the ball effectively, thereby
giving the Hastings line the
opportunity to control the
tempo of the game.
But there
were bad trends developing.
On nearly all of the early set
scrums, Daly City looked awesome, hooking well and pushing
the Hastings scrum about with
apparent ease.
It seemed onl y
a matter of time until the
Browns scrum would totally
overpower the Hastings forward s
and Daly City would begin to
romp as in last year's match.
However, such was not t h e
case.
The Hastings scrum started to jell;
they refu s ed to
be dominated.
Hastings b e ga n
to win its share of the s e t
scrums;
Daly City could no
longer be assured of posses s io r
on each such scrum.
But the
loose (open field) play of the
entire Hastings team was what
made the difference.
Each tim e
a tackle was made, th e re we r e
three or four Hasting s play e r s
on the ball to every t wo ｂｲｯｷｮ
ｾ＠
The rushing and slipping of th e
Hastings forwards could only b e
described as outstanding.
Dal }
City discovered it had a game
on its hands.
Hastings scored first on
a penalty kick (a 3 point fielc
goal) by alumnus Edwin Todd.
The kick was set up by a smart
series of movements by the
Hastings line.
The rest of th€
first half was much like a tugof-war, but the fine play of
the Hastings line kept ｴｾ･＠

TENNIS

bal l in the Daly City half o f
the fi eld almost constantly.
This constan ':: pressure on th e
Daly City defense finally paid
off.
The final twenty minut e s
of the match saw Hastings
settle into a bending, but not
breaking, defensive game.
Outstanding in this aspect of t he
game was the play of ful l b ack
Mike King along wi th that of
se c ond rows John Carey and J im
Biernat.
Daly city could o n l y
manage one more penalty ki c k,
and that in the wani n g minu tes
of the g a me.
Th e final scor e
was an impressive 16 - 6.
(Note:
In a game pla ye d
on Nov. 22nd, Hasti n gs cru she d
its arch-rival Kendrick Ha l l
26 ｾ＠ O.
The Club r ec ord is ｮ ｯｾ＠
2 wins, no l os s es, a n d no t i es ;
and the r es t of t he seas o n
looks equally p rom isin g .
Wa tch
t he lobby f or n ews of upcoming
matc he s .
Th e Hastings Ru g by
Club invi tes the enti r e Ha s t inp
Community to all i ts hom e mat ches and to the c lub - spon s or e d,
fr e e admission parti es whi c h
follow all such match es .)

SPECIAL DISCOUNTI

w.'li glv. you-l0% Off on any
.ullin •• wh.n you'v. purcha •• d $50
" of hombook. and/or ca •• books
from UI:
Sav. SOIb. $$$1
Go04 through Oct. 31 . •

III

131 - 142 McAlIi.ter St. 163-2900
WEDtDATS: 1 :30 10 5:30 -

$AT\J1U);\YS 9 '" 5

I

To d ate there ha s b een
no repor ted activity f r om th e
ｮｯｾｰ｡ｲ
ｴｩ｣
ｩ ｰ｡ｮｴｳ＠
on the Hast ing s tenn i s l a dders .
Leg al
writing an d research along wi t t
mo o t cou r t and l aw jo ur n al h as
ce r ta i n l y o ccupied qu i t e a bi t
o f t i me for most of t h e s t u dents; but a couple of sets o f
tennis can do wonde r s to e liminate some of the st ar ch th a t
is b eginn i ng to accumu l a te in
the sho r ts o f l aw stude nts a t
this time of the ye ar.
There a r e tennis pl aye r s
of every cal ib e r on t h e l a dd e rE
There is no r eason why mo re
students should not jo i n the
ladders, if only as a means to
meet more tennis play i ng stu dents.
If tennis ladde r s we r e
the type of activity that could
be i ncluded on a r esume, ce rtainly more students would t r y
to pa r ticipate .
The relat i ve lack of wo men
on the ladders i s surp r is i ng .
There are women at Hastings
that play tennis, whe r e a r e
they?
The ladders are a purely
social function, there is no
tournament and no prizes .
Spouses are invited to pa r tici pate on the mixed doubles lad de r.
There exists absolutely
no pressure on the students to
answer the challenges if ' they
feel they are snowed under witr
school work.
Even though chal lenges must be answered within
ten days, weather permitting,
this rule is flexible and stu dents should not be discou r agec
if they cannot find the time
to play r ight away .
All interested students
should contact Jim Moriarty
664 - 6554 or Tom S tepp 589 - 6453 .
PARALLEL SIGHTS:

Inside - Out

I want to shak e ｾｨｩｳ＠
habit
that I ' ve be come .
- Taylor Mead If you don ' t like what you ' re
doing J you can always pick up
your needle and move to anoth
er groove.
- Tim Leary Man
Do you know what a man of
earth may be J Khayyam?
A lantern of imaginings J
and inside a lamp .
- Omar KhayyamLearn the true topography :
The mon s trous and wonderful
archetypes are not inside YOU J
not inside your own conscious ness; you ar6 inside them J
trapped J and howling to get
out .
-R.A.Lafferty -

LAKE'S LAW BOOKS
TIADITIONALLY SIIVING HASTINGS
AND ALL lAY A,I IA LAW STUDINTS
CASDOOKS - HOINIOOKS OUTLINIS - TAPIS - SUPPLIIS
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TESTIMONIAL: DOPE
"
good o ld grass I c an
r e comme nd . To be j us t wi th out being mad {a nd th e madde r
y ou get t h e madde r yo u ge tJ J
to be peaceful with ou t b e ing
stu pi d J t o b e i n t eres ted with ou t be ing c ompu l s iv e J t o be
happy wit ho ut b e in g hy s te r ical
s moke grass."
Ken Kesey - Whole Ear th Catalog

Bu t Beware. Any serious at tempt at including unfamiliar
phenomena in a certain verbal
r ealm may change reality as
perceived in that realm .
-George Leonardｾ＠

There is little or nothing to be remembered
wri tten o n the subject of getting an honest
living. Neit her the New Testament nor
Poor Richard speaks to our condition, One
wo uld thin k, from looking at literature, that
this 'I uestion had never disturbed a solitary
individual's musing$,

- Thoreau
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Pp1sone p -- aont 'd
vantage of county parole
boards for both rehabilitative
and administrative advantages.
The need for these services is
especially acute at the misdemeanant level.
San Francisco's local Board has been a
pioneer in implementing a parole program on the local level.
Since 1973 , the County
Board has conducted parole
hearings in over 656 ｣｡ｳ･ｾ＠
and
granted paroles to 304 pr1soners serving time in the local
jails.
These figures are especially significant when compared to the preceeding year,
when only 7 persons were paroled.
.
What is the alternat1ve
to active parole function on
the county jail level?
The
alternative is continued time
in jail.
County jails are
generally regarded as the
least effective institution
for the rehabilitation of offenders.
In California, as
elsewhere, counseling, educational or vocational training
for county jail inmates is
rarely offered.
Correctional
experts believe that a ｳｾｯＺｴ＠
jail ｳ･ｮｴ｣ｾ＠
after a m1n1mum
period of time, serves no ｣ｵｲｾ＠
tive or correctional purpose,
is demoralizing and is often
of doubtful value as a deterrent to future criminal behavior (Board of Corrections Probation Study, 1965).
Prisoners commonly suffer from overcrowding and boredom within inadequate and understaffen
facilities.
Inmates can't
support families while in jail.
Pursuant to Section 3076
of the Penal Code, county parole boards are established as
non-judicial bodies empowered
with the authority to effect
the release of sentenced misdemeanant prisoners before expiration of sentence on condition of future good behavior.
Prisoners are carefully interviewed and introduced to a
variety of community sponsored
services, such as drug and
alcohol counselling and job
referrals.
Presently, only
about 15% of the prisoners
break their parole contract,
thanks to the significant community involvement in rehabilitation.
Under California law a
prisoner must have been convicted of a misdemeanor and
have had a final judgement entered against him before he is
eligible for parole considera-'
tion.
Technically speaking,
there has to have been a judge.
ment of conviction.
Unfortunately, there are a great number of prisoners serving time
in jail who are not eligible

for parole consideration.
The
legal catch-22 works like this:
the trial court is authorized
under Penal Code 1203.1 to
grant probation to a prisoner
conditioned upon the prisoner
serving up to one year in jail.
If the prisoner breaks the
terms of his probation and is
resentenced he will receive no
credit for the time already
served.
Many prisoners, when
offered this conditional probation hear only the latter
term and fail to realize that
if they serve a straight sentence they could be eligible
for parole and all of the community services offered by the
parole board.
A prisoner serving time under conditional
probation receives none of the
parole board services because
he is . technically considered
as already on probation.
The
interpretation of PC 1203.1
is a way for the trial court
to exercise exclusive power
and control over the prisoner.
The parole board can't consider the prisoner for parole
even though he is serving time
in jail.
This judicial catch22 is termed to be an "act of
clemency conditioned with an
imposition of a form of punisfr
ment".
The problem is that the
legislature, in granting authority to the local parole
boards, could have conditioned
it upon the court's discretion
in sentencing, but it did not.
The argument is raised that
since the legislature did not
expressly exclude county parolE
boards in this type of prisonel
situation (conditional probation) then the courts , can t t
restrict parole boards by broadening their own probationary
power by judicial construction
of the existing statutes.
The
parole board, in granting parole, is subject to limits imposed by the exercise of judicial power, but not to the extent that they nullify application of county parole (In Re
Larson 44 C2d 642).
Since parole and probatior
were enacted as grants of clemency with the intent of rehabilitation, section 1203 of
the PC ｳｨｯｾｬ､＠
automatically incorporate the provisions of
section 3075 to any individual
incarcerated in the jail.
ｔｨｩｾ＠
dual jurisdiction would not
take any powers away from either the legislature or the
judiciary; instead it would
open up a variety of specially
designed community services to
prisoners that presently receive no assistance while in
jail.

1st. YEAR

HELP WANTED

2nd. YEAR

JOIN THE HASTINGS LAW NEWS STAFF
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
WRITERS, PHOTOGRAPHERS, EDITORIAL STAFF, REPORTERS

NEW STAFF MEETING
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 22 - 1 '. 4 PM
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Cheating -- aont'd
to a later time, but it then
became ev ident that theI resch&
f r
duling would mean prob ems
0
students who had already made
airline reservations and would
be unable to change them in
the Christmas rush.
To add to
em, the confusion khad
blo
t h e pr
stretched into the dead wee
per i 0 d , and it was obvious
ibi
that it would be imposs
e to
｣ｯｭｾｵｮｩ｡ｴ･＠
any change in plam
to all of the students, since
invariably some would be unreachable by phone.
Having
bent over backwards to make
special arrangements for students, the Registrar's Office
now found it was sitting on
the floor.
It was decided that the
exam would have to be given at
two different times on the
same afternoon, with double
the normal problems of proctoring being placad on an office which was already too
understaffed to monitor more
than just the exam room -itself.
After the first exam had been
completed, the proctor noticed
that several bluebooks had
been left on desks in the ｲｯｾ＠
Some of the bluebooks were
marked with phony exam numbers
and in one case the student
hadn't even bothered to leave
the same number on both sides
of his bluebook.
Given this evidence and
the large number of complaints"
some of which mention personal
knowledge that cheating occurred, the supposition is that
some students, the precise
number being unknown, managed
to walk out of the room with
a folded copy of the exam,
thereby they gave themselves
a two hour time advantage,
which could be utilized in
hurried consultation of their
notes, and perhaps a little
library work or group discussion.
Of course, there is no
way of determining for sure
ｷｨｾｴ･ｲ＠
a large number--or
even any at all--actually did
participate in cheating on the
exam.

NEXT ISSUE:
INTERVIEW WITH
JOY OF WORKING
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CHEATING THE LIBRARY

HYPNOSIS CAN HELP YOU
IMPROVE THE LEARNING PROCESS
BUILD CONCENTRATION
INCREASE RETENTION SPAN
IMPROVE MEMORY

(Specialists also in habit controlsmoking, weight, etc.)
TO ARRANGE FOR A FREE
CONSULTATION WITHOUT
OBLIGATION
,
CALL 861-3552
PRNATE CONFIDENTIAL SESSIONS,
MONDAY - SATURDAY, 8 AM - 9 PM

AMERICAN CLINIC INC.

